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Drama Rehearsal Section 3

TAPESCRIPT

Narrator:

Listening Test

Drama Rehearsal
Section 3
You will hear the teacher and the children practising the end of the play.
The recording will be played twice. Do as much as you can the first time and
answer all the questions the second time.
You have 30 seconds to look at your questions.
[30 sec music]
Listen and answer the questions.
Teacher:

In this scene, the boy cries wolf again. The boy has already cried wolf
twice now. His parents have come twice and both times he was lying.
They are very annoyed. Okay. The boy starts the scene.

Boy:

[loud and terrified] Wolf! Wolf! There really is a wolf. I’m not lying.
Mum! Dad! Come quickly.

Mother:

[very worried] Should we go to the fields and check if Freddy is alright
this time?

Father:

[very worried] I don’t know… [annoyed] but I’m not going up there
again for nothing. There is no wolf.

Mother:

[disappointed] Of course there isn’t. His boredom is telling him to play
tricks again.

Boy:

[very panic and scream out] Wolf! Quick. It’s taking the sheep!

Teacher:

Cut! Well done. But as this play is for little kids – we don’t want to
scare them too much. So Mum and Dad – don’t sound so worried. And
I think the boy sounded a little too terrified. Okay? Now the next scene
is the final scene. The night has crept in. The moonlight is peeping
through the dark skies. The weather is getting worse. Father…

Father:

[a bit worried] It’s getting late and it’s going to rain at anytime.

Mother:

[a bit worried] Yes. I’m starting to get worried about Freddy.
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Father:

Maybe we should go and find him.

Mother:

Let’s go now. Time won’t wait for us.
[wind blowing and rain sound effect]

Father:

Can you see him?

Mother:

No. The rain hits me so hard that it hurts my face. I can’t see clearly.
Where are the sheep?

Father:

They’ve gone. What’s that sound?

Boy:

[weeping]

Mother:

It’s Freddy! He’s over there under the tree with the groaning branches.
[tree branches crack and break sound effect] Freddy, are you okay?

Boy:

[scared and weeps] The wolf really did come. It took one of the sheep
and the others ran away.

Father:

Don’t worry. We’ll help you look for the sheep tomorrow morning. I
think the lesson to learn is that nobody believes a liar even when
they’re telling the truth.

Teacher:

Good work. I think that last part was excellent. Let’s stop for today.

Narrator:

Now listen to the recording again.

[repeat recording]
You have 30 seconds to check your answers.
[30 sec music]
This is the end of Section 3.
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